
 

Dear Parishioners: 

I have written many times about the wonderful gift of our brains. Everyone reading this has this beautiful 

organ that is better than any computer thought of by a human being. Thank you, God. One of the marvelous   

faculties of our brain is the ability to imagine.  

 

  Now, imagination doesn’t mean just imaginary things like unicorns. No; actually, imagination means    

image-making. It’s a fundamental human cognitive faculty. It’s part of who we are as human beings, how we 

think, how we process information. Every single one of us is using the imagination all the time, whether we’re 

aware of it or not (Holly Ordway, Ph.D.).  

 

 

     For example, our brain takes in the data from the picture to the left and using the     

imagination interprets the data to give it meaning. Do you see a cup or two faces? We  

may disagree but also agree that it is an optical illusion and only the author could tell us 

what he had in mind (probably to mess with ours). Our imagination is a great gift.  

 

     There is even a suggestion that we change our national anthem to John Lennon’s     

Imagine. Changing the National Anthem is worthy of debate. There are several songs  

that would be a lot easier to sing with lyrics that can raise the hearts of all. America the 

Beautiful has words that point to an appreciation of our status as creatures of God meant 

to do the good; And crown thy good with brotherhood — Confirm thy soul in self-control 

— till all success be nobleness and every gain divine.  

 

When I first heard the idea of changing our National Anthem to Imagine, my reaction, I want to say it was, 

YUCK, but I won’t use that word. Unlike the imagination of a Lewis or Tolkien, Imagine, is a song that is on  

the flimsiest of gossamer wings in a dreamy world of non-reality. We would hold up (as an anthem) a world  

with no God, no heaven or hell (we die into a nothingness), no diversity, etc. These lyrics may have been      

written in a smoke filled room that leads to a state of an over relaxed break with reality.  

 

The true use of our imagination is not flights of breaking with truth but rather using our imagination to tell 

the story of reality in a way that makes reality easier to comprehend. Lewis’ Narnia series and Tolkien’s, Lord  

of the Rings are two wonderful examples of imagination bringing forth truths of God and creation in a way that 

allows anyone (believer or non) to approach the deeper reality of our universe with a more open mind and heart. 

The contemporary Will Wilder trilogy by Raymond Arroyo is another example of imaginational writing that 

helps to highlight the cosmic battle between good and evil. 

 

Another aspect in this language is a carelessness with how we use language especially words that can lessen 

our faith words. For example, if you are talking with a friend and you miss-speak. Some reply, “My lie.” What 

we really mean is I made a mistake. You did not lie. Over time “lie” can become just another word for mistake 

— not good.  

 

It is dangerous to use the word sin in the wrong context such as, “This desert tastes sin-sational.” These 

kinds of expression tend to lessen the importance of the actual word. The more we use this type of language     

the more we become banal and the harder it is to evangelize those who have fallen away or never had the        

opportunity to hear the call of God. 

 

This week I’m asking all of us to clean up our language and use better our imagination. Most of us have 

great stories to tell about our faith — a faithful grandfather who tracked to Mass every day; a nun who taught 

you catechism; a religious awakening in your own life; read the Narnia books with your children; help your   

children learn the great language of faith; etc. 

 

Narnia does come to an end. Aslan tells the children that their parents are dead. Then he says, The term is 

over: the holidays have begun. The dream is over: this is the morning. That is imaginative language. Let us all 

get better at using this marvelous gift of imagination. 

 

 Pace – bene,  
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